Introduction
Accidents in closed-space traffic object do force for further investigation of a flow phenomena -that might be a consequence of such large-scale events. Benefit that almost directly would be coming out of this investigative approach is an optimal method for artificial ventilation, that must find mirroring in a annual statistics on covered roads [1, 2] . For such an investigative task, Computational Fluid Dynamics, the CFD offers ever stronger growing engineering tool. Once [3] passing through it´s first sophisticated developments [4] , the zone-model approach was not capable for solving the problems like those were treated by the field models for CFD-research. Generally, field-models are based on the full solution of the fundamental physical laws of energy-conservation, where the computational domain of explored large-scale phenomenon is divided in thousands of smaller control volumes; where mathematical mechanism after it´s discretization are "translated" into programmesteps for computer handling. Today [5, 6] , the CFD-society enjoys this software-development that started in 1960-ies and was certainly followed by the hardware development between mid ´80-s and mid ´90-s. Together, this computational mechanism [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] both hardware and software, can cope with computational domains with few thousands cells offering very satisfying results [1, 12] were accomplished attempts are done in both validating and exploring area of CFD. Modern field-model codes engaged in CFD-research, supported by today´s powerful hardware, can cope with domains made out of several hundred thousands cells. Some computational codes [13] applied for tunnel-fires, are taking in account simple one-step chemistry for combustion modelling, and the reaction rate is won from a the eddy break-up mixing model [14] . This approach is suitable for turbulent diffusion flames as well -one of a characteristic of large-scale fires, where the rate of reaction is controlled by a mixing of fuel with oxidant (air). In such a step, solved would be (the time-averaged [15] ), turbulence-modelled conservation-equations for mass, momentum, energy and species of combustion. The k-ε turbulence model with extra source terms accounting for the effect of 74 buoyancy in turbulent mixing would be applied in such numerical approach. Similar principle [2] in those sophisticated software, one can find [16] in the closed set of coupled equations that are again discretised and solved onto a three-dimensional finite-volume Cartesian mesh. In the latest phases of on-going software development several general purpose computer-programs for analysis of fluid flow -were developed [17] -that can handle both steady and transient flows. Anyhow, all of these research attempts (after their validation [18] ), can document a good capability of the numerical approaches used in investigative treating both the reactive flows as well as large-scale fluid flow -especially in enclosed traffic objects.
Mathematical model
(In several reports, proceedings and papers, there was "no time" to mention the mathematic and numerical mechanism -due to the characteristic of those publishing media. Now, the opportunity here n will be used for the presentation of involved mathematic tool). Applied explanation of the flow phenomena in the study [19] is explained by the Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations, having turbulence treated by the k- model [20] , representing the major characteristic of the applied CFD-investigation-tool of the FLUENT; and handling the buoyancy by applying the Boussinesq approximation. This approach, is not affected by fluctuation of initial conditions, offering more accurate presentation of the time dependent flow -particularly the distribution of the gaseous combustion products [21] . Since the investigations in the observed underground-space facilities have shown that the Mach Number was varying in the tolerance of the order between 0.003 and 0.022; such a flow can be presumed as incompressible [22] . So assumed as incompressible, the fluid while crossing the reaction front, doesn´t undergo thermal-caused expansion and the reaction makes no impact onto flow-velocity. Further assumption, to have a planar propagation front of combustion in a motionless fluid, leads to the application of the Boussinesq approximation [23] without external forces [24] . Boussinesq buoyancy model is corresponding to the infinitely small difference of density between combusted fluid and fuel. Here, the flow velocity obeys the incompressible Navier-Stokes equation with a temperature-dependent force term [24] . The change of temperature 0 1   T is described by an advection-reaction-diffusion equation. For this to-be-investigated incompressible gaseous reactive flow at low velocity, the governing equations of the combustion-induced flow read:
Here, we recognise i v , j v as average velocity components, T as averaged local temperature,  as density, t as time and i x , j x as space coordinates. The R(T) = ¼ T (1 -T) stands for reaction rate [24] where the reciprocal value of reaction time-scale is represented by 1/T and  is here again a constant average density. Temperature T will be used as expression for reaction-progress-variable as well, whose purpose is to distinguished burned, unburned and partially burned state, providing facile interpretation of flame propagation. The term   i gT denotes buoyancy, treated according to the Boussinesq approximation, where T is showing the difference between local and reference temperature. The symbol g denotes the gravity and  is coefficient of the thermal linear deformation. The model for the unknown Reynolds stress [25] , ,   ij s is related to the local strain rate:
where we distinguish between Newtonean stress () 2 
Here we recognise the turbulent viscosity:
The applied k- model [26] is a two-equation eddy viscosity model [27, 28] uses transport equations for these two variables [29] . One of these equations governs the distribution through the field of k, the local kinetic energy of the fluctuating motion. The other one is explaining a turbulence characteristic of different dimensions, the energy dissipation rate  [30] . 22 2
The d P , the production term for the squared shear frequency is:
where   
where  b =10 -6 and the following stability coefficients  N and C 3 can be expressed as: 
During these investigations, the wall shear stress was obtained from the logarithmic law of wall ("wall function") for the distance from the wall, y, the von Karman constant =0,41 and the constant C=9,793: 1 ln
Energy transfer within the computational domain of such non-premixed turbulent flow in tunnel cavity is governed by next equation: (15) where contribution to the energy budget, characterised through turbulent thermal conductivity  t is performed through the heat conduction and diffusion combined in term  
The applied Discrete Ordinate approach for treating the radiation considers the RTE in the direction  s as a field equation, allowing the modelling of non-gray radiation, using the grayband model. So, for the spectral intensity (,)    Ir s the RTE can be written as: and a is absorption coefficient, i.e. absorption coefficient for a particular wave-length  a . So will the RTE be integrated over each wave-length-interval  resulting in transport equation for entity I  containing the radiant energy of the wave-length . The total intensity (,)  Irs in each direction  s at some position  r is computed as:
The weighted-sum-of grey-gases model (WSGGM), that was applied in this study for handling the irradiance in the complicated phenomenon of the confined combustion [31] presents a reasonable compromise between the oversimplified grey gas model and a complete model which takes into account particular absorption bands. Within the Discrete Ordinate approach, where the soot generation [32] was described by the Magnussen model [28] , the basic assumption of the WSGGM means that the emissivity E of the any n th gray gas characterised by p SUM , the sum of it´s partial pressures p and the absorption  within the computational domain over a distance d is presented by:
Here , En a denotes the emissivity weighting factor for the n th gray gas and   
The combustion -the chemistry development is explained by fast chemistry assumption including the prePDF [33] and in the ideal stoichiometric conditions the reaction runs as foolows:
  
However, in a case of unfulfilled combustion, soot is influencing the radiation absorption. Employed generalised model estimates the effect of the soot onto the radiative heat transfer by determining an effective absorption coefficient for soot. In this case, absorption coefficient is a sum of the one for the pure gas g a and that one for the pure soot s a :
The g a is obtained from presented WSGGM approach and
with m² kg , where  m denotes soot density.
Numerical approach
Discretizing the governing equations in both space and time [28, 34] while choosing the numerical method of the standard finite volumes [22, 34, 35] , the CFD-tool is "adapted" for the time-dependent modelling of the explored event. The spatial discretization of timedependent equations within here-employed segregated solution method are linearized in an implicit way. Since variables described the flow by their value at the centre of a single meshcell in explored computational domain, the system of linear equations occurs, containing mentioned unknown variable at the cell centr e a s w e l l a s t h e i r u n k n o w n v a l u e s i n neighbour cells. A scalar transport-equation within such method is also used to discretize the momentum equations; in the same mode for the pressure-field (if cell-face mass-fluxes were known). This applies for velocity-field as well. In case that the pressure-field and face mass fluxes are not known, applied commercial software of FLUENT [28] uses a co-located scheme, whereby the local values for pressure and velocity are stored at centres of a single mesh-cell. A need for interfacial values includes an application of an interpolation scheme to compute pressure and velocity out of mesh-cell values. The integration over the observed control-volume, where is a mesh-cell in a computational domain, can be performed yielding the discretised equation for the mass-flux through a control-surface -a mesh-face on the mentioned mesh-volume. Procedure of the segregated solver that follows as a mechanism in this research, the continuity equation, is used as an equation for pressure as well [28] .
However, the pressure does not appear for an incompressible flow in explicit way, since the density is not directly related to pressure. However, through the application of the SIMPLEalgorithm-family [34] during this investigation (within the commercial software package of FLUENT) the won values for pressure were introduced into the continuity equation and in this way supported the pressure-velocity coupling. This was done through the NITAalgorithm for the unsteady.. Further, the SIMPLE uses a relationship between velocity and pressure corrections to enforce mass conservation and to obtain the pressure field. So, executing these numerical steps, the equations can express the state for each other cell in the computational grid, the mesh. This will result in a set of algebraic equations with a coefficient-matrix. In this way the segregated solver is "updating" variable-field by considering all the cells of the domain in the same time, solving the governing equations sequentially (segregated one from another). What follows are the iterations of the solutionloop before one wins the converged solution. Subsequently, the next field of another variable will be solved by again considering entire cells at the same time, etc. Finally, determining of the boundary conditions relied on some previous done studies [19, 36] that were basis for the estimation.
Objects of investigation -Two different tunnel-shapes
Today´s major two shapes of the underground traffic (road) facilities that are having their cross-section as a "horse-shoe" and rectangular shape -we explored here. And according to the final use, these traffic covered object, were taken as very frequently used ones. Additionally, those tunnels (one, having bifurcation -is going under Slovenian Capital of Ljubljana, and another is situated in a curvy valley of the river Bosna, between Bosnian cities of Travnik and Zenica) are "offering" interesting geometry for a CFD-based investigation; such is air-movement and the movements of air-pollutants and other gaseous products (in accidental situations).
The "Sentvid" tunnel
As mentioned, the northern tube of tunnel "Sentvid" (undergoing the city of Ljubljana) was investigated with the CFD-approach, where the "chimney-effect" was expected (coming from bifurcated part of the elevating trek, which comes out, up to the city-streets) Although well performed acquisition of data during the 3,5MW-fire-experiment, Slovenian Road Administration (DARS) was not able and/or allowed to organize the test for longitudinal ventilation in case of 40MW-fire event. In this scenario, during it´s functioning, the artificial ventilation should response by the 2 nd minute, securing so the area of accident, by suppressing the temperatures that can provoke concrete-destruction. Therefore, a CFDbased approach towards this important question was here an optimal choice. Particularly because of the fact that the "Sentvid" tunnel is having a change from it´s rectangular crosssection´s shape (in it´s old part) into it´s new part that has "horse-shoe" shape of the crosssection (when one is "rising" from it´s western exit to Ljubljana). Further characteristic of this investigated north-tube is that the western exit (towards city of Kranj) is lying geodetically lower then it`s Entrance from Ljubljana. So is the natural air-flow always confronted with the traffic-flow which is always against it. Going about 50m in the north tube away from the interchange between the old-part of the "Sentvid" towards it´s new ("horse-shoe"-shaped) part -the presumed accidental fire-place is situated. In order to produce thermal load of 40MW heat release, from the surface that corresponds to the dimensions of the used pan in the experiment (1m x 2m) the mass flux of the inflammable agent (the heptane) was set to 0.889kg/s (as same as during the CFD-based investigation of the artificial accidental fire-case. The northern tube of "Sentvid", with the slope of 2,2 %, has two major main-curves with a Radius of 4000m and 1500m, where the "horse-shoe" cross-section determines the first 1080m of the tunnel. Starting as a three-lane tunnel, after the bifurcation (on the 720 th meter of its length, going from Ljubljana-entrance) the "main stream" of the tunnel "continues" as a two-lane traffic communication towards Kranj-exit; and the bifurcated "horse-shoeshaped" tunnel-line elevates and exites to the point of about 12m above the road-level of the main tunnel-stream, with the length of a further 400m and a change from an one-lane to the two-lane "horse-shoe" cross-section. Therefore, the Aspect-Ratio changed in this tunnel: for three-lanes part Ap =1,707 to the rectangular and other horse-shoe-shaped part with two lanes with Ap = 1,32. Tunnel-entrance as open (pressure) boundary was used for initializing computational values for the velocity and pressure in the computational-domain since the global temperature was set to the 300K. The tunnel housing, tunnel road and tunnel walls, were presumed to be heat transparent.
The "Vranduk" tunnel
Another tunnel which was object of interest and it is in a well active use in the roadnetwork through the Highlands of Bosnia and Herzegovina -is a motorway-tunnel of "Vranduk-2" that is binding two Bosnian cities of Travnik and Zenica. "Vranduk-2" was chosen because of the it´s geometry, made in the road-curve of radius of r=1000m after about 80m straight road through it, where it´s cross-section, in a shape of a "horse-shoe", has an almost constant aspect ratio of (As=1.49). In it´s length of 1067m, the explored tube of "Vranduk-2" has a denivelation between geodetically higher, eastern entrance from Zenica-side downwards to exit at the Travnik-side of 8.37m. For this CFD-based investigation, the tunnel-entrance and -exit were characterised as open (pressure) boundaries. The drop i.e. increase of 1.48Pa at the entrance and tunnel-exit, respectively, as well as overall air-movement of 1.1m/s were used for initializing the values in computational domain for the velocity and pressure, since the global temperature was set to the 300K. The fuel "pool" -the simulated fire-place, has been determined by the constant max flux rate of 0,889kg/m²s [37] having hydraulic diameter of 1,333m for a 40MW-heptane fire [38] . The tunnel housing, tunnel road and tunnel walls as well, were presumed to be heat-transparent fences of the investigated "Vranduk-2" tunnel-tube; and this especially -because of the-type of the soil, where tunnel situated[39]. This decision was based on so-far research-experience, but also on the reality-oriented investigation on modern tunnel-construction, that obeys the thermal conductivity of a rock where through a tunnel would be built. Particularly for the "Vranduk-2" tunnel, that was built in the carstic area, in the Bosnian Highlands, the specific thermal conductivity of such rocks ( =2,3W/mK)[39, 54].
Computational domain
The area in which the computation with applied mathematical model and subsequent performed numerical discretization, was the very volume, that can take a fluid (an air, or in case of accidental fire, the combustion gaseous products) i.e. the housing of the tunnel.
Therefore there are two computational domains to be distinguished: the "Sentvid" underground highway-facility that undergoes the Slovenian Capital of Ljubljana; and the "Vranduk-2" tunnel-tube -both of them as the traffic communications, very frequently used.
The Slovenian tunnel
While meshing the Slovenian tunnel, two kinds of grids (having two kind of characteristic basic cells) were applied. So, in the area of the domain where the major fluid-mechanic and thermodynamic occurrences are expected, the unstructured tetrahedral mesh was installed. In this part, where the pool with the mentioned fuel flux rate of 0,899kg/s is situated and the pool-surface temperature is 500K, a combined asymmetric mesh was employed. This mesh has different density, having characteristic cell size of 60mm up to 200mm from one side of the middle-plane of the Tunnel. Such approach was about to approve that the gained solution is mesh-independent. The other parts of the 1470m-long tunnel with alternating surface of the cross-section is meshed with unstructured penta-hedral mesh, following the explained general image of the asymmetric mesh. The entire computational domain is meshed with round 4.400.000 cells. 
The Bosnian tunnel
The mesh of this computational domain is also determined by tetrahedral-, pentahedraland hexahedral-cells of a random structure. In this case a denser grid was also applied in the area around the fire-pool, having so more grid-points to support the major fluid-mechanic and thermodynamic occurrences. Such unstructured mesh was installed in whole computational domain. However, the subsequent parts of the 1067m long tunnel with nonalternating cross-section, are also meshed with unstructured pentahedral and hexahedral cells in the explained way, having increased cells sizes from 400mm up to 800mm -as one gains on distance from fire pool, towards the tunnel-exit and entrance. The pool with the fuel had a flux-rate of 0,899kg/s as well, and the pool-surface temperature is set also to 500K. Middle-plane of the Tunnel was going throughout the domain following the curvature of this cavity. 
Discussion of the observed phenomena -Bosnian tunnel
Although applied onto the scaled model in physical experiment, a well defining the phenomena of the confined accidental thermal load (while flame was impinging up to the tunnel-ceiling), was introduced by Kurioka et. al. [41] as well as the additional characteristic phenomenon of the "rolling", when fire in enclosure [41] is "leaving" the original combustion-place. In this light it is to distinguish two major groups of the flame-shapes in enclosure: the ones, that impinge on the tunnel roof and the others that, influenced by the longitudinal air-stream, that do not. During the CFD-investigations of the large-scale flow phenomena, in both of the tunnels, one could recognise obviously the first ones, where such art of the large-scale flame could be cause for stronger damage on the Reinforced Concrete tunnel-construction.
The "Sentvid" highway-tunnel
The unwanted effect of the large-scale accidental fire can be noticed during the numerical experiment in the north tube of "Sentvid", where in first simulated scenario, the employment of the longitudinal ventilation set was not foreseen. This built-in system should react by the 2 nd minute of such accidental thermal load, where until then the ReinforcedConcrete-Construction of a tunnel ought to withstand the thermal load. Fig. 5.1-1 . A view to a part of the computational domain for the north tube of the "Sentvid"-highway-tunnel. In right part of the sketch, "coming" from the East, one can notice the begin of the bifurcation zone, marked through the part of the grid, after which highway-exit-trek is rising right up to the surface and left part is "continuing" towards the West. At the very end of this highway-section, in this part of computational domain, the modelled fire-place was set. The artificial ventilation was not employed yet. On the iso-surfaces that present draft-velocity of 4m/s due to the ventilation towards western exit, as well as on the central plane, the back-layering phenomenon is to be noticed. Since the flow of the ventilated air is still not entirely established, the movement of the hot gaseous products in 22 nd second of accidental combustion is reaching the interchange between old and new tunnel-part -here made recognizable by the mesh-display of this tunnel-part (and just above it -although totally separated -is highway-tunnel-exit to the "surface").
Having firstly no artificial ventilation, the surroundings in northern cavern of the "Sentvid"-tunnel in first 22s during the numerically performed investigation (with applied k- turbulence model) supported the expected phenomenon of natural buoyancy towards the higher geodetic position. However, the set draft into the computational domain, caused by mentioned artificial ventilation (and according to the real-case scenario, due to the trafficflow in opposite direction) is providing that the axis of the flame is pushed away, down the tunnel-"slope". This is because of the relative weak buoyancy, compared to the mentioned forced longitudinal air-movement [41] . As one moves further of the fire-source, towards the western tunnel-exit, the buoyancy gains on the strength due to the increased temperature, as we observe an impinging of the flame. The aim of the to-be-employed ventilation in such accidental event is not to contribute to the extinguishing, but to limit the unwanted thermal load of a 40MW-fire and to conquer the distribution of hot gaseous products and their negative impact. This urged occurrence can be noticed in record of the 88 th second of numerical modelling on establishment of the accidental fire and propagation of it´s consequences ( Figure 5 .1-4), where one can notice additional agreement with the approaches in some physical simulations [42, 46] as well. So, the flame and/or hot gas-current do not impinge on the tunnel ceiling, but (enveloped by the ventilation stream) are heading towards "Sentvid 's" western (and geodetically lower) exit. The stream of the hot gases is losing the temperature through the convection-mechanism, the buoyant effect is becoming weaker and the damaging of the Reinforced-Concrete-Construction is limited. Although still present, back-layering along the ceiling is falling down since the gaseous combustion products are being mixed with the cooler fan-air ( Fig. 5.1-4 ) However, the tunnel road remains under the unwanted impact of the thermal load. Additional size of the impact of longitudinal artificial ventilation offers a view of the fire-place (Fig 5.1-5 ) in the 120 th second of this accidental-event. In this large-scale reactive flow -the mixing processes and the chemical reactions with their physical consequences are more expressed. So, on the central plane (that intersects the fire) with the established temperaturefields, one can notice the "hotspots", occurred, due to the fluctuations in the combustion. This is to be understood as a constructive interference of the buoyancy with the longitudinal flow (towards the western lower geodetic position) -wherever the buoyant forces are stronger than convection of the fire plume and hot gas-stream, which is in the near-fire-area. These occurrences do present in this phase of the fire-development already a dangerous point for the construction of the tunnel body (Fig. 5.1-5 ). Further observation of the temperature-impact is holding however no proof for interaction between the cavern-curvature and the distribution of the large-scale fire consequences (Fig. 5.1-3 , -4, -5) and combined plots of the temperature with velocity iso-surfaces did not point up to expected "chimney effect" due to the tunnel´s bifurcation and tube of the exit-trek. In it´s 120 th second, the employed longitudinal ventilation has appear as successful enveloping of the large-scale-fire event and it's negative consequences throughout the "Sentvid´s" north-cavern. 
The "Vranduk-2" road-tunnel
Situation in the cavern of "Vranduk-2" forecasted by the CFD-modelling, can be understood, up to the most important way, by the comparison of the simulated, developing fire-event of 40MW thermal-power, in it´s 25 th and 119 nd second, during which, this nonpremixed combustion was going on, firstly without any ventilation in the tunnel. Employed LES turbulence-model was capable of demonstrating the fire shape and since we had confinement of this motorway-tunnel in both of the cases of CFD-based exploring -the temperature zones were also easily recognizable. So, the expected negative impact, we saw in "Sentvid" northern tube -was displayed in the "Vranduk-2" as well, pointing to the fact that even in the 25 th second (in case of scenario with non-ventilated tunnel cavern) the temperature level, for the RC-construction to decay, was unfortunately easily reached. Fig. 5 .2-1. In spite of the "dominance" of the iso-surface of 1800-K it is obvious that the thermal load of up to 40MW, that comes from accidental-fire in "Vranduk-2", will be negatively impacting the RC-construction (here: in the area of the fire-place, made visible by it´s mesh, looking at the tunnel-ceiling "from below", we can see the eastern tunnel exit in far-part of the sketch) The iso-surfaces of the performed temperatures due to the simulated large-scale non-premixed combustion do discover in first 25 seconds spreading of the negative thermal impact, along the "Vranduk-2" ceiling and the escorting tunnel body (the light bluegreenish temperature-area is a limit for a start of RC-decay due to the exposure to the accidental thermal load of 850 K). Far in this sketch one can notice the eastern-exit towards the city of Zenica. The canyon of the river Bosna is on the left-hand side After 120s of modelling with CFD-tool on the scenario of a large-scale confined fire in "Vranduk-2" cavern -the artificial ventilation was employed. This forced air-flow was coming from the seven pairs of fans fixed to the ceiling along the tunnel-body, where each of fourteen of them produced a longitudinal air-velocity of 39.1 m/s. As well as in case of "Sentvid" -also here is aim of such forced fluid-flow to envelope the existing non-premixed combustion (and it´s consequences) and limit the possible damages to the RC-construction. The air-fans, looking towards the eastern exit of the "Vranduk-2" -And while the high temperature-zones of the fire were visible in first sketches, on the iso-surface for the 10m/s, the displayed temperature-zone is fully enveloping the near-fire-place. The accidental thermal load (deep in the sketch) is carried away by the forced air-flow By performing this CFD-based study on covered traffic-objects of the given geometric characteristics within an existing road-infrastructure, the investigation on the accidental fire event was conducted according to the both planned scenarios of several experimental [33, 42, 44, 45] and computer aided [46] [47] [48] research [49, 50] research approaches. A "provocation" to conduct this research, was this specific geometry of the objects of interest, expecting new answers due to the possible impact of a reality-oriented traffic-enclosure (that was imbedded into a computational domain) onto this large-scale combustion and escorting occurrencesThe CFD-demonstration in this attempt, pointed that the geometric characteristic of explored tunnels was not "strong enough" to give major influence to the propagation of the combustion consequences in the first 120s of non-ventilated space -as well as in the case of 120s-long ventilation time of the mentioned caverns. However in the near-fire place one was able to notice the asymmetric distribution of the gaseous products in "Vranduk-2" motorway-tunnel, over the tunnels´ ceiling and temperature´s iso-surfaces. Giving the small mosaic-stone to the entire urge in the community; which is researching on large-scale confined fires, with the results of this research-attempt, it would be the intention of the presented study to address both the civil-engineering sector [51, 52] and enlarge database for the medical health-protection [53] .
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